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ABSTRACT 
The Jordan normal form for complex matrices is extended to admit “canonical 
triples” of matrices for momc matrix polynomials and to “standard triples” of 
operators for manic operator polynomials on finite dimensional linear spaces. These 
ideas lead to the formulation of canonical, or standard, forms for such polynomkls. 
The inverse problem is also investigated: When do triples of matrices (operators) 
determine a monk matrix (operator) po1ynomia.l for which the triple is canonical 
(standard)? The canonical and standard forms are very well suited to the study of 
division and multiplication processes. This is carried out in detail with special 
emphasis on the question of when matrix (or operator) polynomials have nontrivial 
divisors which are polynomials of the same kind. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well understood that every n X n complex is similar to a matrix in 
Jordan normal form. Thus, if A is such a matrix, then there are an invertible 
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X and a matrix J which is a direct sum of Jordan blocks: r 40 A, 1 0 1 . . . 0 
. . 
. 
1. 1 () . . . 0 A, 
for which A = X_lX -i. Here hi is an eigenvalue of A. Indeed, this representa- 
tion of A contains complete information on the spectral properties of A in 
explicit form-namely, the eigenvalues of A and the generalized eigenvec- 
tors, or Jordan chains, of A and A r, the transpose of A. It is apparent that 
the eigenvalues and their multiplicities are determined by the main diagonal 
of J. Then, if x1,x2,. . . , x, denote the columns of X and one block of J 
occupies columns I,1 + 1,. . . ,m, we have 
Axi+i -hixj+,=x,, j=I,Z+l,...,nz-1 
and x l,. . . , ?c, form a Jordan chain corresponding to hi. This representation of 
A also provides the solution of the inverse spectral problem: Given a set of n 
complex numbers and a set of n linearly independent vectors (in C,), find the 
matrix A having these numbers and vectors as eigenvalues and eigenvectors, 
respectively. 
Now this transformation to Jordan form may be written IX- A = IX- 
XJX -i where h is a complex parameter. In this work we consider, more 
generally, manic matrix polynomials 
L(X)=IX’+Al_,h’~‘+... +A,X+A,, 
where the coefficients are n X n complex matrices. The central theme is the 
development and utilization of a generalized Jordan form which will, once 
more, contain complete and explicit information on the spectral properties of 
L 1. 
Our generalizations take the following form: We construct an n X h 
matrix X whose columns are Jordan chains for L (properly generalized) and a 
corresponding In x In Jordan matrix J associated with L. A right canonical 
form for L is then 
L(X)=Ih~-x.qv,+v,h+‘~~ +v$-‘), 
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where 
[ v, v, . . . 
-1 
X 
Xl 
v[]= . . 
Xl’- l 
A left canonical form involves an n X In matrix Y T whose columns are Jordan 
chains for LT: 
L(X) = IA’- (w, + W,A+ * . . + wp’)J’Y 
where 
Wl 
I: I=[ y Jy . . . ply]-l. w,
A third “neutral” (neither right nor left) form for the inverse of a matrix 
polynomial is also obtained: 
L-‘(X)=X(ZX-J)_‘Y. 
We refer to this as a resolvent form for L; in such a form it is necessary to 
introduce some dependence between the definitions of X and Y. 
These representations offer several advantages: They seem to be natural 
for the study of multiplication and division processes and for the study of 
inverse spectral problems, and they seem to provide the right approach to 
the spectral analysis of matrix polynomials. 
The work will be presented in two parts: 
In Part I we develop the notion of standard forms which yield, in 
particular, the right and left canonical forms mentioned. These are then 
utilized in the study of inverse spectral problems, and in the study of the 
multiplication and division of matrix polynomials. We then go on to develop 
a full description of manic divisors of matrix polynomials by introducing 
certain invariant subspaces of J, which we call supporting subspaces, which 
correspond uniquely with divisors of L (when they exist). 
Part II begins with analysis of the resolvent form and the study of 
divisors in resolvent form which, in particular, is useful for the description of 
divisors having a given spectrum. For example, the spectrum of the divisor 
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may be determined by a contour in the complex plane having a certain part 
of the spectrum of L in its interior. We conclude with some applications to 
systems theory which include the study of “reachable subspaces” and 
“reducible” systems. 
Most of the results of these papers, when properly formulated, admit 
generalizations for operator polynomials on spaces of infinite dimension. 
These results will be developed and published elsewhere. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Lineurization 
Let Y!! be a complex linear vector space of dimension rr, and B (TX) be 
the algebra of linear operators on !y . If A,, A,, . . . ,A, E B (%), then the map 
L from C to B (3) defined by L(h) =C~,oAiXi is an operator polynomial. If I 
is the largest number with A, # 0, then A, is the leading coefficient of L and 
L has degree 1. If A, = I, then L is said to be manic. We denote the direct 
sum of k copies of % by $Yk, and the set of linear operators with domain 3 
and range in L?l by B (!Y , <?i ). 
Two operator polynomials A(X) and B (X) are said to be equictdent if 
there exist operator polynomials E(h) and F(X) with determinants non-zero 
and independent of h for which A (h) = E (X)B (X)F (h). In that case, if I, is an 
operator polynomial of degree 1, then T E B (Y’i’) is a linearization of I. if 
Z,(h)@l,_, and Ih-T are equivalent [IL_, is the identity in B(il’“)]. In 
other words. T is a linearization of L if 
where E(X), F(h), E -l(X) and F-‘(X) are operator polynomials. This idea 
will play an important role in the sequel. For more information and refer- 
ences on linearization see the work of Gohberg, Kaashoek and Lay [2]. 
The following proposition is already known: Every operator polynomicll 
with inoertible leading coefficient h.s a linearization. To see this we define 
an operator C, E B (Y‘i’) by the array 
C,= 
I 0 ’ ’ 1 
(1) 
0 1 
4” -A”, . . . -A;_, -A;_, 
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where Al=AIPIAi, i=O,l,,.., l- 1, and show that C, is a linearization of L. 
Define B,(h) = A, and 
B,+,(h)=hB,(A)+A,-,-,, r=o 1 , ,***, 1-2, 
and then operator polynomials E, F by 
E (A) = 
F(X) = 
0 
Z 0 0. 
XI 1 0 * 
x21 AZ I 
. . . Bl PI Bcl (A) 
. . . 0 0 
. . 0 -z 0 
It is easily verified that E -‘(A), F _‘(A) are operator polynomials and that 
E (h)(lh- C,)F(X)= L(h)@Z,_,, (2) 
which proves the proposition. We call C, the first companion operator 
associated with L. 
It is clear that if T is a linearization of L, then every operator similar to T 
is also a linearization of L. In particular, if we define 
A, A, . . 
A, 
B= : 
Al-, A, 
A, 0 . . 
(3) 
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then it can be verified that the operator C, = BC,B -’ has the representation 
C,= 
-0 0 
z 0 
0 z 
0 . 
. . . 0 -AI,, 
. . , 0 -A^, 
(4 
where &=AiAIP1, i=l,2 ,..., l- 1, and is a linearization of L called the 
second companion operator associated with L. 
We can say more; since elementary divisors are preserved under equiva- 
lence transformations [l, p. 1411, it follows that all linearizations of an 
operator polynomial are necessarily similar to one another. 
2.2. Standard Triples 
Now let T be any linearization of the operator polynomial L with 
invertible leading coefficient. Then there exists an invertible Q E B (5:‘) such 
that QTQ - ’ = C,. We then deduce from the structure of C, and the relation 
QT= C,Q that Q must have the representation 
91 
QlT 
Q= . 
&-’ 
(5) 
for some linear operator Qr E B (%‘, UY ) and that 
AoQI+A,Q,T+... +AIQ,T’=O iS) 
Now define R E B (2X’) by R = (BQ)-’ with B defined by (3) or, what is 
equivalent, 
RBQ = 1. (7) 
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We shall refer to this as the hiorthogonnlity relation for R and Q, and it is 
important to bear in mind that, with these definitions, R and Q are 
invertible. 
\.lre now have 
&=BC,B-‘=BQTQp’B-‘=R-‘TR, 
whence RC, = TR, and the structure of C, demands the representation for R 
(dual to that for Q): 
R=[R, TR, ... T”R 1 1 
for some linear operator R, E B (?Y , ?V’), together with 
R,A,+ TR,A,+ . . . + T’R,A,=O. (9) 
Now the biorthogonality relation implies QR = B -’ and [see Eq. (3)] the 
matrix of B -i is also of triangular form. III fact, we have 
r 0. . . 0 B” 
*cl *1 
B-l= : 
! 0 *II B, B, . . . . *I-, 
(10) 
where B, = Alp1 and B,, . . . , BI_ 1 are defined recursively by 
A,*,+ 1= -(A,_,B,+AI_,*,_,+... +Al-,-,&I (11) 
for r = 0,l , . . . ,I - 2. In particular then, using (5) and (8) the biorthogonality 
relation implies 
(12) 
If T is a linearization of L and Qi E B (?y’, ?y ), R, E B (YY , Y\“) are such 
that (6) and (12) hold, then we refer to Q1,T,R, as a standard triple of 
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operators for L. It is important to note that if p,, T (or T,R,) belong to a 
standard triple, then R, (or Qi) is determined by the biorthogonality relation. 
As an example and useful special case, observe that the first companion 
operator C, is a linearization for which 0 = I,, R = R ‘. Thus, operators 
defined by 
Q1=[1 0 ... 01, (13) 
form a standard triple. Similarly for 
ol=[o ... 0 A;‘], C,, 
0 
R,= . . 
0 
Let a basis be introduced in 9, and the operators Aj have matrix 
representations Ai in this basis. Then L has the representation L, where 
L(X)=&+A,h+... +A$‘, i4 
and we refer to L as a matrix polynomial. The arguments developed to this 
point make equal sense in the matrix context (with small changes of 
language), and we shall consider standard triples of matrices Qi,T,R, for L, 
where Qi is n X In, T is In x In and is X n. 
2.3 Canonical Triples 
In the class of linearizations of L there is a Jordan matrix J (unique up to 
the order of diagonal blocks). With this linearization we write X,X,,Y,Y, for 
Q, Qi,R,R,, respectively, in the matrix analogues of Eqs. (5) through (13). 
Thus, C, =XJX-’ and YBQ= I, for example. The special standard triple 
Xi, J,Y, we call a canonical triple for L. 
Let Q,,T,R, be a standard triple and X,, J,Y, a canonical triple for L. To 
see the relationship between them, observe that there exists a nonsingular M 
with T=MJM-‘. Then since C,=QTQPi=XJXP’, we deduce that 
Q1 =X,M-‘, T,=MJM-‘, R, =MY,. (15) 
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We spend the rest of this section on the geometrical interpretation of 
canonical triples in terms of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. First, X, is an 
eigenvalue of L if KerL(h,) # (0). Then a _/or&n chain of length k associated 
with eigenvalue h, is a set of (column) vectors x1,x2,. . . ,x, for which xi #O 
and 
i 
c ~L~p~(~&+,,=0; j=O,l ,...,k-1. (16) 
p=o . 
Here L(P) denotes the pth derivative of L with respect to h. 
It is known that to each elementary divisor of degree k corresponds a 
Jordan chain of length k. Furthermore, if X0 is the n X k matrix [xi x2 . . 
xk] and JO is the associated k X k Jordan block: 
Jo= 
A” 1 0 . . . 0 
0 A, 1 
. . 
. . 
. . 0 
. 1 
0 . . . . 0 h, 
then the definition (16) implies 
AeXe+A,%J,+ ‘. . +A,X,J:,=O, 
and the matrix 
x0 
%Jo 
(17) 
is an In X k matrix whose columns form a Jordan chain of length k for 
U-C,. It follows that this matrix has full rank. 
Conversely, any n x k matrix X, (with first column non-zero) for which 
(17) is true defines a Jordan chain of length k associated with ho. 
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Now, if X,, J,Y, is a canonical triple, then the matrix analogue of (6) 
implies 
4X, +A,X,J+ . . . +A,X,J’=O. 
Further, if X, is partitioned in a manner consistent with the block structure 
of J, matrices Xe, Jo satisfying (17) are generated. Thus, tllc uAtmn.s of 
matrix X, of (I canonical triple form ./o&n chmins for L. 
The matrix Y, of a canonical triple is defined via the hiorthogonality 
relation and satisfies [cf. Eq. (9)] 
gY;+A;YTjT+. . +A;YT(J’)‘=O. 
Using the same argument as above, it is found that the columns o.f matrix YT 
-form Jordan chains for the transposed matrix polynomial LT jh) = Cl = &h ‘. 
However, a little care must be exercised: Due to the presence of J’ in the 
above equation (in place of J), the vectors of a (generic) chain y,,.. .,!I~ for 
LT will appear in YT in the reverse order: !jk,. . . , yz, yl. 
Thus, a canonical triple contains complete information on the spectral 
properties of the associated matrix polynomial. The usefulness of canonical 
triples has been exploited hy Lancaster in [6], although the terminolob? was 
not the same. For the explicit construction of Jordan chains from the Smith 
normal form, see Gohberg and Sigal [n] or Lancaster and Wimmer [7]. 
3. STANDARD FORMS 
It is well understood that the Jordan form for a square matrix and the 
matrix determining the similarity which yields that form together determine 
all the spectral properties of the matrix. In our discussion of canonical triples 
we have shown that the same kind of information concerning a matrix 
polynomial L is contained in a canonical triple. Our first theorem concludes 
this line of argument by giving the generalization of the Jordan theorem 
appropriate for manic matrix polynomials.’ 
THEOREM 1. Let the n x In and In x In nu2trice.r Xi, J be nwtrices of (1 
canonical triple for the n x n manic matrix polynomial L. Then L may he 
‘A form similar to that derived below has been used earlier by Gohberg and Rodman in an 
unpublished paper containing a solution of the inverse spectral problem. 
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represented in the for122 
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L(h)=IX’-X,J’(V,+V,X+... +V!X’-‘), (18) 
where the In X n matrices Vi urc defined by [V, V, . . . V,] = Q-’ and 
Xl 
XIJ 
Q= . . 
X,J’-’ 
(19) 
Proof. We shall develop the proof in the context of opemtor polynomi- 
als. Let el, T,R, be a standard triple for the manic operator polynomial L as 
described in Sec. 2. Then the map 0 E B (Vu’) defined by (5) is invertible. 
Define maps G,, , , . , G, in B (Vx, Y’i’) l>y 
Q-l=[G, G, ... G[]. (20) 
Then C, = QTQ - ’ together with (1) and (5) implies that 
-Ai = Q,T’Gi+I, i=O,l,..., z-1, 
hence 
L(h)=Zh’-Q,T1(G,+G,h+~~. +G$-‘). (21) 
Clearly the analogous result is true for matrix polynomials L, and the 
theorem is obtained if we use a canonical triple in place of the standard 
triple Qr, T, R,. n 
COROLLARY. Let Q1, T, R, he a standard triple for the monk operator 
polynomial L(X). Then L admits the representation 
L(X)=ZX’-Q,T’(G,+G,X+... t 
where [G, G, . . . G,] = Q -I and Q is defined by 
G,h’-I), (22) 
(5). 
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We shall refer to the representation (22) as a right stun&ml form for the 
operator polynomial L and to (18) as a right cmonicd form for the matrix 
polynomial L. 
THEOREht 2. Let X, be cm n X h mutrix cud J un ln X ln matrix in 
Jordan normul form, cind assume tht 
L X,J’-’ 
is incertihle. Define In X n matrices Vi by [Vi . . V,] =X-l. Then X,, J,Yi 
= V, form a cunonical triple for 
L(h)=IX’-X,J1(V,+V,X+... +V+‘-I), 
cmd L is the unique rnonic matrix polynomid huing X,, J (U ccuzonicd 
matrices. 
Proof. For convenience we again consider operator polynomials. 
Suppose that Q, E R (?‘i’, ?\: ) and T E R try’) are given and that Q E B (c\.‘), 
defined in terms of Qi and T by (5), is invertible. Then define C,, . . . , C, as in 
(20). Define Ai E B (Y\: ) by A, = - Qi T’G, + Ir i = 0, 1, . . , 1 - 1, and then define 
L(X)=C;=OAiXi. 
The first companion operator C, will be a linearization of L, and since Q 
is invertible and C, 9 = 9T, it follows that T is also a linearization of L. 
By definition of Q and C,, 
QlG 
QITG 
QG,= . 
Q,;‘- ‘G, 
0 
0 
= : 
i) 
_I 
Comparing with the biorthogonality relations (12) (A, = I, since L is manic) 
we find that Qr, T,R, = G, form a standard triple for L. The uniqueness of L 
follows easily from the fact that L must be manic. 
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Applying the same argument beginning with X,, J in place of Qr and T 
yields the theorem. n 
COROLLARY. Let Q1 E B (?I', 5 ) and T E B (I’?), and assume that the 
operator Q E B (%‘) defined by (5) is invertible. Define ‘operators G, E 
B(!y:,??) by [G, ... Gt] = Q -I. Then Q1, T, R, = G, form a standard triple 
f or 
L(h)=ZX’-Q,T’(G,+G,h+... +GtX’-‘), 
and L is the unique monk operator polynomial having Q, and T in a 
standard triple. 
Theorem 2 provides a solution to the inverse spectral problem: Given an 
n x In matrix X, and In X In Jordan matrix J, find a matrix polynomial whose 
associated Jordan matrix is J and whose Jordan chains are determined by the 
columns of X,. There are dual results as follows: 
THEOREM 3. Let In X In and In X n matrices J and Y, he matrices of a 
canonical triple for the n x n monk matrix polynomial L. Then L may be 
represented in the form 
L(h)=IX’-(W,+W,X+... +W$-‘)J’Y,, 
where the n x In matrices Wj are defined by R = [Y, JY, . ’ . J’ 
Wl 
w!2 
R-l= . . 
Proof. This result follows from Theorem (1) by transposition. 
(23) 
‘Y] and 
(24) 
THEOREM 4. Let Y, be an In x n matrix and J an ln X ln matrix in 
Jordan normal form, and assume that R = [Y, JY, . . . J’-lY,] is invertible. 
Define n X ln matrices W,,..., W, by the relation (24). Then X,= W,, J, Y, 
form a canonical triple for the matrix polynomial (23), and thus L is the 
unique manic matrix polynomial having J and Y, as canonical matrices. 
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We refer to the representation (23) as a kft ccuwnicul form for L. Ixft 
,stcmfurd forms for matrix polvnomials are defined in the now obvious way, 
using matrices T and R, of a standard triple, and similarly for operator 
polynomials. 
4. h~lULTIPLICATIOI\ AND DIVISIOK OF POLYNOMIALS 
In this section we present two principal results on products and quotients 
-remainders of operator polynomials on I\‘ expressed in standard form. We 
present that concerning a product first, but must defer the proof until results 
concerning inverses of operator polynomials have been established in OUI 
second paper. 
Observe a change in notation occurring at this point: a suffix 1 has been 
dropped from the first and third members of standard triples. 
For convenience, our next results are formulated in the algebra of 
operators from R (!Y ). where ? is n-dimensional. It is apparent that the 
result could equally well be formulated in the algebra of n x n matrices. 
THEOREM 5. Let L,,L, he manic operator polynmnials of degrees k,, k, 
respecticely, hauing respectice standard triples Q1, T,, R, and Q2, T,, R,. 
Define operators Q ~B(‘?x~l+~~, %), T EB (?xk1+k2) and R E B(C’t:, %k1+k2) 
hY 
Q=[Ql 01, T=[ :;I y]. R$]. 
Then Q, T, R is u stcmtlartl triple for L,l,,. 
The significance of this result is clear. It allows us to write the product 
I,,&, in right or left normal form, hut-what is probably more important-if 
L,,L, are matrix polynomials in canonical form (with triples Xi, J,,Yi, i = 
1,2), then this theorem gives an insight into the spectral properties of the 
product polynomial. 
To illustrate with an important special case: suppose that Ji and Jz have 
no eigenvalues in common. Then the equation 
J,Z-ZJ,=Y,X, (25) 
has a unique k,n X k,n solution matrix Z. This implies that 
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which demonstrates that J and J1 @ J2 are similar. In fact, it follows that 
ix1 -x,q 
is a canonical triple for L,L,. More generally, this result is true [i.e., there 
exists a solution of (25)] if and only if J and J1 @ J2 are similar. 
THEOREM 6. Let L,L, he operator polynominls on :I of degrees 1, k 
respectioely, hming respect&e .stundmi triples Q, T, R nnd Q1, T,, R,. 
Assume k < 1 and write I,? L, in right ,stcmthcl form: 
L(h)=Zh’-QT’(F,+F,h+... +@-I), 
L,(X)=Zhk-QQlTk(G1+G2h+... +GJ-‘). 
Define 
(26) 
(27) 
Then 
L(X) = q((h)L, (h) + L’iig(h) 
where 
G~-p-l,k- I$ FliGt-p-2,k )A’ (28) 
i=p+2 
“D2(X)= i: ( Gli- $ FliGi_I,i Ai-‘. 
j=l i=l 
(29) 
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In order to break down the rather long proof of the theorem, we first 
pick out a preliminary result: 
LEMMA. Let L, hc my nwnic operntor polynmniul on Y\: of tiegree k. 
Consider tllc ussociutcd operclttm Cup E R (1Y) defined hy (26), cm1 define 
Gp:,,=O, p=O,1,2 )... Then jbr ~ncll i, 1 < i < k, rce hc~c’ 
Gp+,,i = G,, Gki + G,, ; _ 1, p=o,1,2 ,... . j:30) 
Proof. From the definition of the Gi (corollary to Theorem 1) we 
deduce 
Z=[G, G, ... Gk] . (31) 
Q,& 
Consider the composition with QITP on the left and T,[ G, . + G,] on the 
right to obtain 
[GP+r,r ... G,+,,,]=[G,,, ... Gp.k] . 
(32) 
Reversing the order of the factors on the right of (3l), we see that 
Gii=6,,_,I for i=1,2 ,,.., k-l and j=1,2 ,..., k. The conclusion (30) then 
follows immediately. n 
We note also that if L,(X) =Zi,aAJ’ (with A,= I), then [cf. Eq. (22)] 
Gk,i= -Ai, i=O,l,..., k - 1, and so the matrix of operators on the right of 
(32) is just the first companion operator C, associated with L,. We return 
now to Theorem 6. 
Proof. Using the definitions (26) and (27), we are to divide 
L(X) = IA’- FJ-‘-F,,1_,h’-2- ‘. . -F,, 
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on the right by 
and we do this as we would for that 
remainder this process p = 1,2,. . . , 1 - k + 1) is 
i 
i=/-p-k+2 
(33) 
Indeed, the first remainder is 
which agrees with (33) when p = 1. Proceed by induction, and assume (33) 
true for some integer p > 1. We have 
i qiGi-l+k+p-2,k L, (X)X’+* 
i-l-p-k+2 
Substituting for @‘p and L,, we have 
k-l 
Qp+lP)= c 
j=l 
+ 
1 
Gk+p-l,j - x F~i Gi _ l+k+p-2,j 
i=l-p-k+2 
Gk+p-l,kGk,/+l- x F.G. lt I-l+k+p-2,kGkl 
i=Z-p-k+2 ! Al-p+j-k 
+ - 6,1-p-k+l+ Gk+p-l,k 1 G l- i FliGi-l+k+p-2,kGkl “-p-k* i=l-p-k+2 1 
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Now use (30) to reduce the term summing over i to 
k-l c: G k+p,l+l - &&l+k+p-l,j+l /=1 i=l-p-k+2 
= G k+p,i- 
i=l-p-k+2 
= G k+p,i - F&_l+k+p_,,i h’-p-l+ipk. 
i=l-p-k+1 
I 
Substituting this in our last expression for Qp+i and comparing with (33), 
we see that to complete the induction it remains to prove that 
i=l-p-k+2 
=Gk+p.r i Fli Gi _ /+k+p- I,1 
i=l-p-k+1 
Rut if we use (30) again, the left-hand side reduces to 
-F,,,-p-k+l+Gk+p,l- i f;liCi-I+k+p-l.l~ 
i=l-p-k+2 
which is just the right-hand side, and (33) is established. Thus, the remainder 
on division of L on the right by L, is 
as asserted in (29). 
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The coefficients of the quotient are just the leading coefficients of 
@r>$‘...,@~-k+r and this fact yields (28) and completes the proof. l 
A parallel line of argument will establish 
THEOREM 7. Let L, L, he opcrutor polynomids us in Theorem 6, clnd let 
tlleir left .stanclurcl forms he 
L(h)=Zh’-(W,+ WJ+... + WJ-‘)T’R, 
L,(X)=Zhk-(Z1+Z2X+... +ZkXk-‘)T,kR,. 
Define 
Map = Zp T;R 1, 16 ,O< k, n=0,1,2 ,,.., 
Nap = WP T*R , l< p<z, (Y=o,1,2 ).... 
Then 
L(h) = Ll WI (V + “2 (Q 
where 
l-k-l 
H,(h)=Zhl-k+ C Ml-p-l,k- 
p=o 
j=l \ i=l / 
Theorem 6 will be used in the next section to characterize right divisors 
of operator polynomials. This is done by setting all the coefficients of the 
remainder polynomial (29) to zero. This is conveniently expressed in matrix 
form as follows: 
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COROI~LARY to Theorem 6. L, is 0 right dici.sor of L iff 
[Cl, c,, .‘.. Glk]=[Fll ‘.. F,,] 
c ‘11 G,, ... 
x 
c ?-1.1 c . . . ‘1-1,2 GI-l,k 1 
It is also worthy of note that in the matrix on the right, Gji = ai,._ ,I for 
i = 0, 1 , . . . , k - 1 and j = 1,2,. _. , k. This follows from the definition o i Gj and 
Gii [Corollary to Theorem 1 and Eq. (ZS)]. The remark also applies to 
operators Fna with 0 < LY & 1- 1, 1 < ,f3 < 1. 
5. DIVISORS OF OPERATOR POLYNOMIALS 
The main result of this section is Theorem 8, but we first establish a 
preliminary result of interest in its own right. 
LEMMA . Let L he (I manic operutor polynomial of degree 1 with 
standard triple Q, T, R, and let L, be a manic operator polynomial of degree 
k < 1. Then the following are eyuicalent: 
(1) L(X) is dicisible by L,(h) on the right. 
(2) There exist opemtors K, E B (:uk, :y’) and K, E B (Yy’, :.uk) satisfying 
such thut Q1 und T, defined by 
Q1 = QKw (iii) 
T, = K, TK,, (iv) 
determine N <stundunE triple for L,. 
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Proof. Given statement (2), a simple induction proof shows that 
QT’K, = Q1 T:, r=o,1,2 )... . F4 
By definition of F,, . . . , Fl (See Theorem 6), we have 
F,Q+ F,QT+ ‘. + F,QT”= I. 
Take the composition with K, on the right and use (35) to obtain 
F,Q,+F2Q1T,+... +F,Q,T;-‘=K,. 
Now take the composition with QT’ on the left and Gi on the right, and it is 
found that, in the notation of Theorem 6, 
$ FliGi-l,i= Cl/, j=l,2 ,..., k. 
i=l 
Thus, in Theorem 6, Ol),(h) = 0 and L, is a right divisor of L. 
For the converse we define operators K, EB (?Xk, ?C\^‘) and K, E 
1 
K,= [F1 .+. F,] UtT1 , 
I . 
K,=[G, ... Gk] 
Qi-'_ 
,,,-I 
and show that L divisible on the right by 4 implies conditions (i).(iv). 
For condition (i) observe that the definitions of F and G imply 
K,K,=[G, ..* Gk 0 .*. o] . =Zk, 
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and we note that this implies that K,K, is idempotent, i.e., a projector (not 
necessarily orthogonal) onto Im K,,. 
Then the definitions of the Fi imply Q [F, . . F1] = [I 0 . . 0] and so, 
from (36), QK,= Q1, which is (iii). 
For condition (iv) we have 
K,TK,=[G, ... [F, .” 
0 1 0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0 
0 0 1 
= 1 G, ... Gk] : . 0 
0 I 0 “’ 0 
x 
To establish (ii) we first need the condition (35) for r = 0, 1,. . . ,Z. This 
follows immediately for r = 0, 1, . . , , l- 1, since, hy definition of the Fi and K,, 
To prove (35) for r= I we need (finally) the divisibility of L. Using the 
definitions of K,, K, and the notation of Theorem 6, where Q1, T, define a 
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standard triple for L, and 
F=[F, 
G=[G 
it is clear that 
QT’K,K,= [ F,, . 
Q 
F[]= : I . QT’-’ 
_ -1 
I 
-1 
1 QJ? ’ 
Then using the corollary to Theorem 6 [Eq. (34)], 
Q 
QT’K,K,= [ G,, .. G,,] ; . 
_ QTk-’ _ 
Compose on the right with K, and use K,K, = I: 
1 Q 1 Ql 
QT’K,=Q,T;[G, ... Gk] : 
I J 
[F1 1.. Fl] 
QTk-’ : I ; Q1Y 
=Q,T:[G, ... Gk = QJ:, 
23 
and (35) is now proved for T = 0, 1, . . . , 1. 
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Finally, use (iv) to write 
QlTl 
(K,K1)T(KoK,)=K,T,K,=[F, ... Ft] ; I I K, QA 
and by the result just established, 
QT 
[F1 ... Ft] ; 
- QT' 
as required. 
THEOREM 8. Let L be u manic operator polynomial on VY of degree 1 
with standard triple Q,T,R. Let 2 be a kn-dimensional invariant subspace 
o_f T, and de-fine d E B (?:‘, LX’) by 
I: 1 & d= . (37) 
lf & I? (the restriction of B to I? ciewed as an operator in B (ir’, Yyk)) is 
incertible, then there exists a right dicisor L, of L with the representation 
lQTk-l I 
L,(h)=Ithk-QTk(W1+W,X+~~~+WkXk-l), (38) 
wllere W, , . . . , Wk E B (:‘Y , I: ) are defined by 
Conversely, for ecery nzonic right diuisor L, of L of degree k, there exists 
a unique kn-dimensional incariant .subspace L’ of T such that if Ii’ is 
incertible and (38) holds. 
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Proof We construct operators K,, K, to satisfy the relations of state- 
ment (2) of the lemma. Let C E B (C , YY’) he an injection operator and let 
PO E B (VX:‘) he a projector onto e. Thus, P,” = PO and I? = Im PO. Let P he the 
linear operator in B (?I’, i?) determined by PO. 
Now define K,, K,, Q1, T, by 
K,= C(@‘l,)-‘, K,=(i?lr)P, 
Ql=QKw Tl = K,TK,. 
(09) 
i40) 
We see immediately that K,K,= Ik and K,K, = PO. Then, since c is 
invariant under T and PO projects onto k?, we also have (K,K,) T(K,K,) = 
T(K,K,). Thus, conditions (i)-(iv) of the lemma are satisfied hy these 
operators, and we see that if Q1, Tl defined by (40) belong to a standard 
triple for some polynomial L, of degree k, then L, will he a divisor of L. 
Using the corollary to Theorem 2, we see that this is the case provided the 
operator in B (xk) defined by 
is invertible. To verify this we use (35) [which follows from (i)-(iv)] to write 
K,= hi?&,= Zk (41) 
which is certainly invertible. Thus, the existence of a right divisor with right 
standard form 
L,(X)=Zkhk-Q,T,k(El+E2h+... +Ekhk-‘) (42) 
is established. Here the operators Ej E B (9?, ‘5 ) are defined by writing 
Ei (~1, ~2,. . a 1 xk)=xi, for all (x1,x2 ,..., xk)~<Xk and i=1,2 ,..., k. 
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The representation (38) is obtained if we use (35) once more and write 
Qi T,k = QTkK, and then use the definitions of K,, Ei and Wj. 
For the converse, let L, be a manic right divisor of L of degree k and let 
Qi, T,,R, be a normal triple for L,. Define operators K,, K, as in the lemma 
[Eq. (36)], and they will satisfy conditions (i)-(iv) of the lemma as well as 
(35). Consider the subspace L’ = Im K, c Y\’ of dimension kn. There exists an 
inverse Kop ’ E B (f , !Yk). Using (35) we deduce that 
= (43) 
which is invertible, since Qi, T, belong to a standard triple for I,,. IKow a 
right standard form for L, is 
L,(h)=IXk-QQ,T:(G,+C:,h+... +G,Xk-‘), iW 
where 
[Gi ... Gk]= 
91 
QIT, 
QJ- l 
-1 
1. 
Using (43), we now have (w‘ IP)-l=[KoG, . . K,G,]; using (35), the 
coefficients of (44) can be written 
QIT;Gi = QTkKoG, = QTkKoWi, 
and we obtain the representation (38). 
It only remains to prove the uniqueness of f. Let 9R. be any other 
kn;dimensiozal invariant subspace of T for which d I?% is invertible. Define 
[W, ‘.. W,] = (a I&‘, and write 
L,(h)=Zhk-QTk(W,+~~h+... + Wkhk-‘). 
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Given that this polynomial and (38) coincide, we are to prove that ‘!V_ = L’. 
Comparing coefficients, we obtain 
QTk(i~IL‘)-l=QTL(~l.~rC)~l. (45) 
Let i&B(%) 
L 
b e a projector onto OX, and let P be the operator in 
B (X’, C) generated by ?a. Make definitions parallel to (39) and (40): 
and, as before, we find that 
We deduce from these relations that Qi = Qi and that T,, $I are both 
operators in the first companion form [of the type described in’ Eq. (l)]. 
However, the additiocai condition (45) yields QTkK, = QTkKo, from which it 
follows that Qi TF = Q1 Tf. This further condition leads to the conclusion that 
T = ?. We now see that 
r 
Q 
) 
_ QT’-’ _ 
whence K, = kc, and ‘% = Im i,, = Im K, = c. a 
REMARK 1. To underline the important part played by the subspace l? 
we introduce more terminology. Let Q, T,R be a standard triple for L. If L, 
is a right divisor of L, then the corresponding invariant subspace C of T as 
defined in Theorem 8 is called a supporting subspace for L with respect to T. 
REMARK 2. We now examine more closely the role played by the 
transformation WI,. Given a right divisor L, of the form (44) with standard 
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triple Q1, T,,R,, we define Z&K, as in (36). Then, as we have seen, 
T, = K,TK,, and since K,G = (a I&’ and K, = G d, we find that 
But the similarity on the left is just that one which transforms the lineariza- 
tion T, of L, to the first companion form. Thus, we have 
COROLLARY 1. Let d he defined us in the theorem, and L’ he (I 
supporting subspace for the right divisor 
of L. Then the linearization T of L is trunsfomed by the similarity 
(ti \J T (d je) - ’ into the first companion operator ussociated with L,: 
0 Z 0 
0 0 Z 
0 
-B, -B, -B, 
0 
. 1 
0 ’ 
Z 
’ -Bk-l 
REMARK 3. Note that the right divisor is not represented in standard 
form in (38). For example, T acts on %’ instead of ?? as required for a 
kth-degree polynomial. However, to write the divisor in standard form we 
need only introduce an invertible operator D : f +‘?Xk and write 
where 
@= QIED -l, += DTJ,D -I and +i= DWi, 
w_hich is permissible because C is an invariant subspace of T. The operators 
Q, T determine a standard triple for L,. Knowledge of this triple now 
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facilitates the representation of L, in left form: 
L,(h)=zhk-[Z,+.‘. +ZkP’]Tk-‘R,, 
where 
R,= W, and Z= [Ri TR, ... z+‘R, 1-l 
Another equivalent representation for the right divisor is 
29 
(46) 
where P is any projector in B (%‘) onto C. Again, this depends on the 
invariance of e under T, which implies PTP= TP. 
REMARK 4. It is clear that a result like Theorem 8 obtains for matrix 
polynomials, In this case we may replace the standard triple Q, T, R of the 
theorem by a canonical triple X, J,Y and obtain 
COROLLARY 2. Let L be a manic matrix polynomial with canonical 
triple X, J,Y. mere exists a one-to-one correspondence between manic right 
divisors of degree k and n x kn sub-matrices X, of X whose columns are 
made up of leading vectors of Jordan chains for L such that 
Xl 
XlJl 
L XlJY’ 
is invertible, where J1 is a corresponding submutrix of J. 
REMARK 5. The history of results of this type seems to begin with work 
of Lancaster [5] and Langer [8], in which attention is focused on the case 
k = 1. Here, the hypotheses reduce to the existence of n linearly independent 
vectors in % chosen from leading vectors of Jordan chains. 
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6. DESCRIPTION OF THE QUOTIENT 
Using Theorem 8 and considering polynomials L* on %, or Lr on C,, we 
can obtain characterizations of left divisors. However, the question remains: 
What is the left divisor, or quotient, corresponding to a given right divisor? 
In the next theorem we give a complete description of right divisors with 
corresponding quotients. 
THEOREM 9. Let L he u monk operutor polynomial, and let Q, T, R he u 
standard triple for L. Define @ E B (%‘, YX~) and CiA E B (!Xek, %‘) by 
7 
& a= . ) $6 = [ R TR . . . Tl-k-lR 1. 
,,k-1 
Let ? be an incuriunt subspace of T on which ti is invertible and 
tiji,‘EB(X’,C) (i.e., C is u supporting subspace). Then 
and the map ‘?J : %‘- k +Im 9 genemted by Cti is invertible. 
For l<i<k and l< /<l-k define operators Wi~B(%,l?) and ZiE 
B(Im%,!Y) by 
21 
(qe)-‘=[ w, ‘.. Wk], <i-l= : 1 1. (48) i-k 
Then if P E B (y’) is the projector on Im 93 along C, 
(49) 
To facilitate the proof we have a preliminary result: 
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LEMMA. 
(a) Let @ : ?Yk G3 CT-k +%’ be defined by B (x, y) = x for all x E ?Xk, 
yE’3’-k. Zf W i s incertihle on the subspace ir’ of !Yk G3 %)j-lek, then there 
exists an F E B (!!xk, %-k) such that (x, y) E I? if and only if y = Fx. 
(b) Zf, in addition, E is an invariant suhspace of the first companion 
operator C, (associated with the manic opemtor pol&mial L of degree 1) 
and if F has the representation [Fii], Fii E B (by), 1 < i < I- k, 1 < j Q k, then 
for each i and j 
where we define Fi, = 0 and 
I-k-l 
F l-k+l,i= -A,-,- 2 A~+,F,+I,~. (51) 
r=O 
Proof. Part (a) is easily verified. For part (b) observe that, with the 
definition (51). 
0 z 0 . . . 0 
0 0 z 
q[;]= b . * . . 0 ; 
F,, . . . . . Flk 
F ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ l-k+l,l F I-k+l,k 
Since 
Cl ; XEC 
[ I for every x E !Xk, 
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we use part (a) to deduce that 
+?I’ 
I 0 0 F,, F,, 
The product on the right yields (50). 
0 . . . 0 
1 
. 0 . 
. . . 0 I 
. . F lk 
Proof of the Theorem. The proof falls naturally into three parts: first the 
proof of (47); th en, a detailed examination of the terms in (49); and finally, 
the verification of (49) by direct multiplication of the factors. 
Part i. The biorthogonality conditions (12) imply that 
(a) w’ ?fi = 0 and 
(b) d defines an invertible map on Im[TrekR . . Z’-‘RI. 
Furthermore, from the invertibility of [RTR . . . T’- ‘R ] we deduce 
(c) YY’ =(Im!??)@Im[T”-kR . . . T’-‘RI. 
Conditions (b) and (c) imply Ker d c Im ??I , and (a) implies Im Vii c Ker d 
whence Im % = Ker B, 
Since & is invertible on e, it is clear that the direct sum Im 4H @f = 
Ker B @ c is well defined, and since d 1; ’ is defined on all of Mk, we have 
Ker ti @E = ?Yr, and (47) is obtained. 
Puti ii. Since all linearizations of L belong to the same similarity group, it 
is sufficient to prove the theorem for the case in which T is the first 
companion operator. Thus, [as in Eq. (13)] we consider the normal triple 
Q=[I o ... 01, T= C,, (52) 
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where, in the representations of Q and R, I and 0 are in B(x). In this case 
we have (cf. Eq. (7), where Q, R have different meaning) 
[ R TR ‘.. T’- ‘R 
= 
J 
0 ’ 
0 I 
I Bl 
. . 0 I 
I B, 
. . . B l- 1 
where the Bi are defined by (11) on putting A, = I. 
In particular, we see that @, 9 have representations 
@= c O lk 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 z 
I Bl 
t 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 
. . 0 I 
1 Bl 
, . . B l-k-l 
l-k + 
1 (53) 
_I 
t 
k 
J 
f . (54 
l-k 
1 
This representation of @ shows that the lemma can be applied to assert the 
existence of F E B (!K, %lek) such that 
(&)-l= lk 
[ I F (55) 
(i.e., (&Ie)-‘x=(~,Fx) for all xe%). N ow the equations (52) imply QTk= 
[O **. 010 *.* 0] with the identity in the (k + 1)st place, and it follows 
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that [cf. Eq. (48)] 
QTk[ w, ... ui,]=QTk(d(f)-l=[F,, F,, ... Flk] (56) 
and the Fii are as defined in the lemma. This tells us what we need to know 
about the coefficients Wi in (49). 
Next it follows from the last equation of (53) and the definition of B in 
(10) that (3 ~ ’ viewed as a map from ?Y’ to ?Yylek has the representation 
0 . . . 0 Akfl . . . Al_, I 
1 0 
bp=: 1: .I’ 
(57) . 
. A l-1 1 
0 . . . 0 I 0 . . . . 0 
We now turn to the expression PT lpkPR in (49). It is clear from the 
representations of R and ?i; in (52) and (54) that Im R CIm :,?I , so that 
PR = R. Thus. using the second of the equations (53) and defining /3 : !?I + 
we have 
T’-kPR=T1pkEl=[ ;]=[ zk]+[ byFEkj. 
It is apparent that the images of the operators represented on the right are 
contained in I? [by the lemma] and Im 4fi [using (54)], respectively. Thus, 
0 
Bl-k -&k,k 
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Now recall the definition (48) of the Z,, and combine (57) with the above 
representation to obtain 
+(%-i+r-%k-j,k) 
for j-1,2,..., l- k. We return again to the definition (11) of the operators Bi 
to obtain 
l-k-r 
Z r+l PT1-kPR= -A k+r- 2 Ak+l+jqk, r=o,l,,.., Z-k-l. (58) 
j=l 
Part iii. We now examine coefficients of powers of A on the right of (49). 
There are four cases to consider: 
Case 1. Coefficient of Xq, 0 < q < min( k - 1, I - k - 1): By examination of 
(49), the coefficient KY of X4 is given by X?,,9,, where, using (56) and (58), 
l-k-r 
= - Ak+r- x Ak+r+jFj,k F+,+Y 
j=l I 
Then, since ?. is an invariant subspace of T, we use Eq. (50) of the lemma to 
obtain: 
Ak+rFl,q-r+l+ ‘-~-*Ak+~+j(Fj+l,q-,+,-Fj,q-,) 
j=l 
l-k l-k 
=- 2 Ak+jFj+l,q+l+ jzlAk+jFj,q r=l k+r l,q r+l 
-5A F_ 
j=O 
q l-k-r 
- z1 x Ak+r+j (Fj+l,q-r+l-Fj,q-r)’ 
i-l 
I-&--l ” l-k-r 
= 
-Fl-k+l-’ I? ‘Ak+jFj+l,q+l- 2 _ IX Ak+r+jFj+l,q-,+I 
j-1 7=1 j=o 
q-1 I-k-r 
+ C C Ak+r+jFj,q-r* 
r=O j=l 
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Now the last two terms cancel and, using (jl), the first two terms reduce to 
Aq. 
&se 2. (applicable if 2k < l- 1). Coefficient of Xv, k < y < l- k - 1: 
r=y-kil 
Cuse ,3. (applicable if 2k > I+ 1). Coefficient of hq, I- k < y < k- 1: 
l-k-l 
K,= c %,c/- QTkWq+l+k-l, 
T = 0 
Case 4. Coefficient of Xq, y > max(k - 1,1- k - 1): 
l-k-l 
K,= c %J- Zq+l-k PT’-kPR - QTkWq+l+k_,. 
r=y-k+l 
In each of these cases the use of (56) and (58) followed by the invariance 
conditions (SOj, (51) is sufficient to show that K, = A,. The computations are 
similar to those of Case 1. 
Several interesting remarks can be made: 
REMARK 1. With T the first companion operator for 
the projector P on Im ?ti along i? has the representation 
l 
L (as in the proof), 
where F E B (tXk, !Y’- k, is just the operator defined in the lemma. 
REMARK 2. The left factor in (49) can also be written 
L2(h)=Ih’-k-Z1_kPT*-kP(U1+ U,h+... + Ul_kh’-k-‘) (SOj 
where we define 9 : ‘3+%-k by 
‘1-k’ 
z,_ ,PT 
LcT = 
z pT’-k-l 
i-k 
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and UiEB(‘X,Im%) by 
[Ui ... L] = (%& 
37 
To see this we first write L, in left standard form. For this purpose let 
C : Im %?I +!X- k be an invertible linear map. Then an appropriate standard 
form is 
where ii = 2.1 1 l,GU~C-l~B(%r-k,X), ?= CPTZ’C-‘EB(%~~~) and Z?= 
CPR EB(%,%‘-~). T o complete this step we must observe that, since !2 is 
an invariant subspace of T and P is along C, it follows that (PTP)lek= 
PT’- kP. 
The left standard form can now be transformed to a right standard form: 
L,(q=Ihl-k-<_kjiz-k (li:,-1: ... + Ij,_,??k-1), 
where 
-1 
The last form can be rewritten to obtain (60). 
REMARK 3. Introduce an inner product in ‘5X and then, in the usual 
way, into %’ for positive integers r. Using Hilbert adjoints, define the 
operator polynomial L* by L*(X)=2’,=&:h’. From (49) we deduce that L* 
has a monk right divisor 
where R* E B (5X?, %) is defined by equating ( Rxo, Y)~ in 5%’ to (x0, R* y) in 
% for all x,, E %, y E %‘, and similarly for the operators 2: E B (%, Im %‘I ). 
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Let % be the supporting subspace for this right divisor of L*. The 
operator 
iR*T 1 *I-k- 1 
is invertible on ‘!JR and, by Theorem 8, P*Z* = (??I *lu,J’, Hence 9-3n. = 
ImP*Z*. But P* projects onto CL along (Im ??J )I, and it follows that 
q&=PL. Thus, if L = L,L, and L, hu.s supporting subspace I? with respect 
to T, then L* = L:Lz and L,* has supporting subspace C’ with respect to 
T*. 
In particular, if L* = L and L = L,L,, then L, and L,* are both right 
divisors of L, 
:x1. 
and their supporting subspaces are orthogonal complements in 
REMARK 4. We deduce from Remark 3 and Corollary 1 to Theorem 8 
that (3 *l.TJ T*(?A *I&’ 
the right divisor L: 
is the first companion operator associated with 
of L*. Thus, since ?R = fL, the operator 
is a second companion operator associated with the quotient L, on division 
of L by L, on the right. 
REMARK 5. Let %., be any complementary subspace of c in %, and let 
P, E B (9Xx’) be the projector on 4217, along C . Then, since 9X’ = 9R @l? = 
Im 9 @ !2, it is easily seen that P Yx = P,:&m oii is a one-one map onto O9R. 
Thus, there exi$s (P&- ’ : “X-+Im 91. 
Then if (P,,)-‘P.xx=y, it follows that x-y~lY?, and so x=y+z, 
y E Im 9, z E C ‘,” the decomposition of x into components in Im % and C . 
Thus, we have ( P.:&-‘Ptix= P and 
PT’- kPR = PT1- kR (since ImR CImP) 
=(&J’P,T’-kR 
= (~&-‘P~T1-kP,,R (since P,TP,= P,T) 
= (&&‘P,T’-kP,@‘,R (since ImR cIm%) 
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Thus, the quotient in (49) may also be written 
L,(A)=Ihr-~-(Z1+.‘. +zI_~x’-k-‘)(PIL)-lP,ILT~-~~P,~,R, 
where & = PO&, “ii. 
7. DECOMPOSITION 
THEOREM 10. Let L he a manic operator polynomial of degree 1. Let 
el, k be supporting subspaces for manic right divisors L,,L, of L, hating 
degrees k,, k2 respecticely. If k, < k, and I$ c fl, then L, is a right divisor of 
L,. 
Proof. Let Q, T, R be a standard triple for L, and for i = 1,2 define 
Let & = (@r I,,)p2, and let L, have the associated first companion operator 
Cr. We prove the theorem by showing that c,, is a support subspace for L, 
as a right divisor of L,. 
First, we show that fi2 is an invariant subspace of C,. If xE &,% then, 
using Corollary 1 of Theorem 8, 
Cl~=(~ll,~)~(B,I,,)-‘(~,l,~) Y =(@,It,)(TY) 
for some y E k. Since & is invariant under T, we have Ty E l$ and 
C,x E C,,, as required. 
It remains to show that the operator &i2 E 33 (??I, Xk2) defined by 
d,, = Ilk, 0] is invertible on C,, (we assume that the linearization considered 
for L, is the first companion operator). It is easily verified that @,,@, = E2. 
Thus, if x E l?r2 and 6&x = 0, then x = (@i I?,) y, y E G, and 
Since Qs is invertible on $, this yields y = 0, hence x = 0, and the proof is 
complete. n 
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THEOREM 11. Let L be a manic operator polynomial of degree 1 with 
standard triple Q, T, R, let 
be a sequence of decreasing supporting subspaces, and let the dimension of 
Ci be kin, i=O,l,..., s+l with k,=l, k,9+l=0. For i=O,l,.,., s define 
, ( di (c,) - ’ = [ vi, . . . $1 
(so that U,,, = R), where Uii E B (Y , Ci), and define 
a,,=[ ui4 ... Ti-‘C’,,, , I j=l ,...,k,. 
Then 
ei =Im9i k_kl+,@L2,+l, i=O,l,..., s, 
and 
with the factors ordered from left to right as i increases, where 
‘i 
I I =(%i,4J1, i=O,1,2 ,..., s, zi3kk+, 
and Ki is the projector in B (ri) onto Im 93i,k_4+, along ci+ 1. 
Conversely, each factorization of L(h) into a product of manic polynomi- 
als has the representation (61). 
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Proof. The proof follows from Theorems 8, 9 and 10 and can be seen as 
a procedure analogous to extending a telescope. First the right divisor of 
degree k, and its quotient, of degree I- k,, are obtained. Then the right 
divisor of degree k, and its quotient, of degree k, - k,, are obtained from the 
k,-degree divisor, and so on. n 
REMARK 1. The product can also be written in the form 
L(h)= J) ~zX~-~+‘-zi,~_~+~KiT~-4+lKi 
i=O 
(wil+. . . + wi,4_&+,h~-~+l-1)]’ 
where [ Wi . . . Wi,s_J is the inverse of 
‘i,S-h+, 
1: z ,,k,-kl+,KiT+k+l 
restricted to Im Ki. We use Remark 2 following Theorem 9 to obtain this 
representation. 
REMARKS. The question of common divisors for operator polynomials is 
also of interest. The appropriate definition runs as follows: Let L,,L, be 
operator polynomials on % having standard triples determined by Qi, T, and 
Qa, T,, respectively. Let c,, $ be supporting subspaces for L, and L,, and 
assume that there exists an invertible linear map C E B (C,, k) such that 
Q&= Q@ -l> T&a_= BTl@3 -I. 
Then the right divisors of L,, L, determined by C,, G will coincide and form 
a cmmon divisor of L, and L,. The fact that the divisors coincide can be 
verified using the representation (46). 
A greatest common divisor will then be a common divisor of maximal 
degree and, using Theorem 11, will correspond to a maximal pair of 
isomorphic supporting subspaces for L, and L,, in the obvious sense, 
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8. EXAMPLES AND AN iiPPLICATION 
(a) As a first example let !Y = C, the complex numbers, and L(X) = 
(h - a)‘, (I E C. A canonical triple is determined by 1 X I and 1 X 1 matrices: 
1 0 . . . 
. . 
X=[ 1 0 ‘.. 01, . . . . 
It is easily seen that for 1 < k < I there is the k-dimensional invariant 
subspace ?, of J generated by unit vectors e,, . . . , e, in C,. Furthermore, for 
each k, the matrix 
() . . . () . . . () 
() . . . 
la k-1 . . . u 1 0 . . . 0 i 
is ohviously invertible on ek. Hence the existence of a divisor of degree k. 
This example shows that we get the proper results for an arbitrary scalar 
polynomial, II i (A - a,)‘,. 
(b) If L is a matrix polynomial and the canonical matrix J is unicellular 
(i.e., has only one Jordan block), then all invariant subspaces of J are 
well-ordered (as in (a)): C, c k c . . . C &, = Cl,. It then follows from Theo- 
rem 11 that there is a unique decomposition of L into a product of 
irreducible manic factors. 
(c) The polynomial 
has a canonical triple determined by 
ro 1 0 01 
x= i 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 ’ J= I0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 I 
In order that L have a manic right divisor of degree one it is necessary and 
sufficient that J has a two-dimensional invariant subspace on which X is 
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invertible. However, the only such subspace is C = span{ e,, e,} and X is not 
invertible on C. Hence L has no (non-trivial) divisors. 
Our final result concerns polynomials for which all elementary divisors 
are linear or, in other words, for which there is a diagonal canonical matrix J. 
The theorem has been proved by other means by Marcus and Mereutsa [9]; 
see also the paper by Kasimirsky [4]. 
THEOREM 12. Let L(X) be a manic matrix polynomial having only linear 
elementary divisors. Then L(h) can be decomposed into a product of linear 
factors: 
L(X) = fl (IA-B,). 
Proof. Let X, J determine a canonical triple for L. Then, by hypothesis, 
J is diagonal. Since the In X ln matrix 
X 
XJ 
1 J- x’l 
is invertible, the (I- l)n x In matrix @ obtained by omitting the last term has 
full rank. Thus, there exist (1- l)n linearly independent columns of a, say 
columns i,, i,, . . . , i(,_ Ijn. Since J is diagonal the unit vectors e,,, . . . , ei(l_l n in 
C’” generate an (I- I)n-dimensional invariant subspace c of J and, obvi- 
ously, @ will be invertible on C. Therefore, by Theorem 8, L has a manic 
right divisor L, of degree I- 1 and we may write L(A) = (Zh - B,)L,(A). 
But we know (Remark 4 following Theorem 8) that the Jordan matrix Ji 
associated with L, is just a sub-matrix of J and so L, must also have all linear 
elementary divisors. We may now apply the argument repeatedly to obtain 
the theorem. W 
In the case n= 1 there are precisely I! distinct decompositions of the 
polynomial into linear factors, provided all the eigenvalues of the polynomial 
are distinct. This can be generalized in the following way: 
COROLLARY. Zf L (of Theorem 12) has all its eigenvalues distinct then 
the number of distinct factorizutions into products of linear factors is not less 
than IIi;h(nj + 1). 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that L(h) has no less than n(I - 1) + I 
manic right divisors of first degree since the result then follows by repeated 
application to the quotient polynomial. 
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If X, J determine a canonical triple for L then each right divisor Ih - B of 
L has the property that the eigenvectors of B are columns of X and the 
corresponding sub-matrix of J is a Jordan-form for B. To prove the theorem 
it is sufficient to find n (I- 1) + 1 invertible X n sub-matrices of X for, since 
all eigenvalues of L ‘are distinct, distinct matrices B will be derived on 
combining these matrices of eigenvectors with the (necessarily distinct) 
corresponding submatrices of J. 
By Theorem 12 there exists one right divisor C-B and assume, without 
loss of generality, that the first n columns of X are linearly independent and 
correspond to this divisor. Since every column of X is non-zero (as an 
eigenvector) we can associate with the ith column (i = n + 1,. . . ,nl) n - 1 
columns i,; . + ,in_l from among the first n columns of X in such a way that 
columns ii,.. . ,in_l, i form an invertible matrix. For each i from n + 1 to In 
we obtain such a matrix and, together with the submatrix of the first n 
columns of X we obtain n (1 - 1) + 1 invertible n X n sub-matrices of X. n 
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